the smarter sd card™

The quality of your
digital camera meets
the power of your
favorite mobile apps.
model #: mobi-8
UPC: 899949001366

model #: mobi-16
UPC: 899949001373

Camera to mobile
Best-in-class technology and built-in
WiFi deliver photos from your digital
camera directly into your iPad, iPhone
or Android camera roll. A simple
activation code pairs your mobile device
to your Mobi SD card.

Benefits
Extremely simple setup instantly connects your camera to your favorite mobile device, so your best
photos & videos are instantly saved and ready to share. Eye-Fi technology upgrades the camera you
already own, saving you the extra cost of a new camera. Exceptional performance captures HD video,
low light and fast action shots straight out of the package.

Product details
• Class 10 SDHC performance

• Read/write support: all file types, including RAW

• Built-in WiFi for photo & video transfer from camera to
phone

• Long range WiFi (90ft outdoors/45ft indoors)

• 8GB and 16GB storage capabilities

• Latest security standards (improved WPA2-PSK plus static
WEP 64/128 and WPA-PSK)

• WiFi transfer image support: .jpeg

• SDHC compatible camera (www.eye.fi/cameras)

• WiFi transfer video support (under 2GB per file): .mpg,
.mov, .flv, .wmv, .avi, .mp4, .mts, .m4v, .3gp

• WiFi enabled iPhone, iPad or Android device

the smarter sd card™

Get Eye-Fi Connected
Eye-Fi cards are compatible with thousands of cameras, very likely including the one you already
own. But, a variety of popular models from Canon, Nikon, Sony and other well-known brands have
integrated additional Eye-Fi technology to improve your overall experience.
Cameras with the Eye-Fi Connected logo signify an improved user
experience and, in some cases, advanced features. Eye-Fi connected
cameras can detect when an Eye-Fi card is being used and most of
these cameras will stay powered on until the photo & video uploads
are complete, have an on screen icon signaling transfer activity
and provide the ability to enable or disable Eye-Fi card WiFi via the
camera menu. Some camera models will even identify which photos
& videos have already been uploaded with an on-screen icon.

FAQ’s
Can I use the camera I already own?

Do videos upload wirelessly too?

Eye-Fi wireless SD cards are compatible with
thousands of cameras from the most popular
and well-known brands. For specific compatibility
information, visit www.eye.fi/cameras

Absolutely. WiFi transfer supports many types of
video files (each under 2GB per file), including
.mpg, .mov, .flv, .wmv, .avi, .mp4, .mts, .m4v, .3gp

Is the WiFi upload secure?
Is Mobi really that easy to set up?
Yes. On the back of the Mobi card case is a
unique Activation Code. Simply install the Eye-Fi
app on your compatible iPhone, iPad or Android
device and enter the code when prompted.

How much storage can I get?
Mobi stores up to 8,000 photos or 6h of video
with 16GB SDHC capacity and is supercharged
with class 10 read & write speeds for fast action
shots. Mobi also comes as 8GB capacity.

Once paired to your device, the wireless network
that the Mobi card creates is encrypted with
WPA2 security and a unique (to each SD card)
password. As long as you don’t share that
password, the transfer is fully secure.

Will Mobi upload content to my
computer too?
Mobi connects your camera directly to a
smartphone or tablet. To transfer photos & videos
wirelessly to a desktop, try the Eye-Fi Pro X2
wireless SD card.

For more info

Warranty & User Guide

Contact info

Designed in California.

1 year limited warranty

www.eyefi.com

Made in Thailand.

www.eye.fi/WUG

Distribution: sales@eye.fi

For patent info: www.eye.fi/patent

Press: pressinfo@eye.fi

